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ABSTRACT

The Search rates are customizable to an extent of
multiple subjects such as animal, vegetable or mineral

The project allows representing the daily number of
Wikipedia searches for any subject(s) - animal,
vegetable or mineral - over recent months.
The data is available from December 2007 to the
present day. The time covered can be amendable with
the help of range parameters. Increasing the number of
subjects and extending the time period will impact
processing time.
The data can also be downloaded in a csv format which
can be useful for further analysis.

Advantages of the System:
The Wikipedia search rates can be useful for analysis of
specific subject rates and multiple subjects rates over
time. The data can be used for further analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent technological advancements have led to a
deluge of data from distinctive domains such as
Health care and scientific sensors, user-generated data,
Internet and financial companies, andsocial media
websites over the past two decades. Lately one of the
most popular online encyclopedias – Wikipedia which
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is used worldwide by users for acquiring and sharing

impact processing timeusing R and the Shiny package

knowledge, has offered a web page with daily searches

in R.

for each month in JSON format, which simplifies
matters for data analysis of single and multiple search

Given Subject name(s) and range of time

rates that takes places over the time. By employing the

interval, the graphs come up within few seconds by

idea of data analysis, we visualize the wiki search rates

displaying the search rates over time. The data can also

over the time using R and its web interface Shiny. The

be downloaded in a csv format which can be useful for

interactive and visual parameters can be useful for

further analysis.The Search rates are still more

comparison of different search rates on Wikipedia and

customizable to an extent of multiple subjects such as

also helpful for further data analysis.

animal, vegetable or mineral.

Wiki Search rates helps to explore the

2. METHODOLOGY

cooffending comparisons between single and multiple

Shiny Package

subjects- over the time. In order to test the functionality

Shiny makes it super simple for R users to turn analyses

of this project, the data is downloaded from wiki web

into interactive web applications that anyone can use.

page in JSON format.This project allows representing

Let your users choose input parameters using friendly

the daily number of Wikipedia searches for any

controls like sliders, drop-downs, and text fields. Easily

subject(s) - animal, vegetable or mineral - over recent

incorporate any number of outputs like plots, tables, and

months using R and its Shiny package.

summaries.

1.1 EXISTING SYSTEM

Loading data from Wiki in using RJONSIO Package

With the advancement of technology, many social

This package provides facilities for reading and writing

media websites such as LinkedIn, twitter and Facebook

data in JSON - Javascript Object Notation - format.

with the help of their API’S have been used for data

This allows us to read data in this format, e.g. from

analysis and visualization. Wikipedia being the largest

Web service applications, and also to export objects

encyclopedia has never been used for data analysis

from R for use in Javascript/ECMAScript/ActionScript

which could give rise to many challenges for further

code. This is used for generating dynamic plots with

analysis in data science.

SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics), or Flash and
ActionScript.

1.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM
Converting JSON format into R objects
In the proposed system the system allows representing

The fromJSON() function will allow to read in and

the daily number of Wikipedia searches for any

parse the data. It loads the data from wiki in JSON

subject(s) - animal, vegetable or mineral - over recent

format and converts it into R objects.

months.The data is available from December 2007 to
the present day. The time covered can be amendable
with the help of range parameters. Increasing the
number of subjects and extending the time period will
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Download output as .csv
The resulting data visualizations represented as wiki

Fig2:The search rates are compared using multiple
subjects

search rates are downloaded in a .csv format which can
be useful for further analysis.

.

3. RESULTS

Fig1:The graph results shows the daily search rate for a
particular subject.

Fig3: The search rates are compared using multiple
subjects and statistics values.

Fig4: Comparison of Bill Gates and Mark Zuckerberg
for
daily
search
rates.
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4. CONCLUSION
2.
In this project, we created a system to analyze and
visualize

Wikipedia

search

rate

using

the

R

environment and using the R shiny package. This
project makes it super simple for R users and others to

3.

turn analyses into interactive web applications that
anyone can use. The interactive and visual features of
this project can be useful in discovering and analyzing
both relational and temporal patterns of search rates of
different subjects over recent time.
Given Subject name(s) and range of time

4.

interval, the graphs come up within few seconds by
displaying the search rates over time. The data can also

5.

be downloaded in a csv format which can be useful for
further analysis.The Search rates are still more
customizable to an extent of multiple subjects such as

6.

animal, vegetable or mineral.
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